KOMODO MARINE PARK, FLORES

TITLE
Bali needs almost no introduction for the millions
of Australians who have flocked to the beating
heart of Indonesia’s holiday playground in search
of cultural experiences, world-class dining and
unspoilt beaches.
But beyond Kuta, Jimbaran Bay and the coast of
Seminyak (beautiful as they may all be) Indonesia’s
17,000+ islands have collectively created a paradise rich
in ceremony, spirituality and natural beauty.
The country is a melting pot of cultures, customs and
creeds. And while the rituals of each of these ethnicities
are unique, all Indonesians are commonly bound by the
traditional principle of “Bhinneka Tunggal Ika”, which
translated from Javanese means “unity in diversity”.

ABOUT

Like its multifaceted residents, the offerings of the
exotic Indonesian archipelago are abundant. From surf
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ULUWATU TEMPLE, BALI

BALI

ABOUT
Affordable flights may have recently made Bali accessible, but
its unmistakable beauty has long made it irresistible. Whether
it’s easy access to fashionable bars, beaches and boutiques
for a quick getaway with friends; fusion cuisine and culturalcooking classes for foodies; or an abundance of outdoor
activities sure to suit the entire family, this Indonesian island
offers enough to easily entice every type of traveller and help
them choose their indulgence.
While Seminyak is certainly one of the most popular boroughs
on the isle, those who venture off the beaten path will quickly
discover just how beautiful Bali truly is. Rich in religious rituals,
ruins and ravishing natural landscapes (the rice terraces and
associated water temples representing the subak system, are
one of four declared UNESCO World Heritage sites of Cultural
Significance in Indonesia), it really is worth roaming beyond
your resort.
With an enigmatic ability to capture the essence of Indonesia’s
cultural spirit, while encouraging visitors to create their own
unique experiences, you would be forgiven for mistaking this
“Island of the Gods”, as a piece of paradise on earth.

ESSENTIAL EXPERIENCES
Day Clubs
In Bali, the fun starts before the sun goes down! Day clubs across the
Bukit Peninsula (like OMNIA and its rooftop pool) grow in popularity, while
classics like Potato Head, Mrs Sippy and Finns continue to draw crowds.
The new Manari beach house in Nusa Dua is a great kid-friendly option.

Behind-the-scenes Bali
Swap day clubs for day trips for an insight into “Undiscovered
Indonesia”. Visit Nusa Lembongan, peaceful Sanur, eco-friendly West
Bali National Park or Karangasem on the east. Or opt for Ubud - where
you can tour temples, an elephant sanctuary and monkey forest.

Cooking Classes
With over 5000 traditional recipes born of 350 ethnicities, Indonesian
cuisine is among the best in the world. A cooking class is a great way to
learn how to recreate your favourite Balinese dishes back home - while
also immersing yourself in the local way of life.

Wellness and Yoga Retreats
Bali’s wellness and yoga retreats feature ancient traditions (such as
Ayurvedic treatments) with modern luxuries (raw brownies anyone?).
Whether you have an hour, or an entire week, you’ll be sure to come
home physically and spiritually recharged, relaxed and rejuvenated.

Beach Bound
Beautiful beaches abound in Bali so you’re sure to find a spot to soak
up the sun. Padang Padang Beach (of Eat, Pray, Love fame) is perfect
to catch a wave under the cliffs, while Secret White Sand Beach in
Karangasem remains a little more secluded.

WHERE TO EAT
Tugu

Temple Time
Nestled at the edge of a thrilling cliff, Uluwatu Temple is a flawless
combination of culture and earthly creations. Alternatively,
Lempuyang’s magnificent “mirror temple” is currently capturing the
imagination of instagrammers around the globe.

This leading Indonesian heritage restaurant is a hidden jewel among
Canggu’s many dining options. Guests can enjoy the private art
collection of one of South East Asia’s most prolific collectors and dinner
inspired by banquets of kings from the 14th century Majapahit Kingdom.

Mejekawi in Ku De Ta
Understandably, tearing your eyes off the panoramic Indian Ocean
views from Seminyak’s premier beach lounge will be difficult. But
the alternative suggestion of a meal at its intimate in-house Asian
restaurant, Mejekawi (def. “Sacred Table”) is equally delicious.

El Kabron
Perched atop the cliffs of Uluwatu, this popular day club transforms into
a chic dining destination by night. The Mediterranean-influenced menu
is best enjoyed with a side of sunset views, and relaxed drinks can be
enjoyed at the bar till dawn.

MUST SEE
Surfing is one of Bali’s most popular sports, with
kilometres of coastline catering to surfers of all
experience levels. Kuta is perfect for beginners,
while Canggu better suits those with a little more
expertise. Keramas Beach on the east coast is
great for those looking for a quieter break.

TANJUNG AAN BEACH, LOMBOK

LOMBOK

ABOUT

ESSENTIAL EXPERIENCES

A short flight east of Bali lies Lombok, an island that is growing
in popularity as an alternative to its neighbour to the west.
This is Indonesia’s laid back luxury destination, where beautiful
resorts mixed with a raw natural beauty and fascinating Sasak
culture awaits.

“Gili” means island in Sasak language, with the most popular of the 40
being Gili Trawangan known for its party atmosphere, Gili Meno offering
a more secluded, romantic environment and Gili Air offering a nice mix
of both, and catering particularly well to families.

As the gateway to the popular Gili Islands, visitors flock here
to experience unspoilt beaches, crystal clear waters and an
abundance of marine life (with a little bit of partying mixed in!).
On the mainland, the imposing Mount Rinjani towers over
the island, with hikers trekking to its famous crescent shaped
crater lake, or exploring the waterfalls surrounding its base
(expect this trek to reopen at the end of May 2019). On the
southern end of the island Lombok has its own Kuta Beach
- though it is less touristy than its namesake in Bali. The
beaches around this part of the island are famous throughout
Indonesia for their beauty, and many are popular with surfers.
Finally, on the western coast lies Mataram, the capital city of
Lombok, while further north Senggigi Beach is the original
resort destination on the island. Whether it’s for unspoilt
beaches, world-class snorkelling, hiking, surfing or just relaxing
with a cocktail, Lombok is a fantastic add-on to a Bali itinerary
for a bit of rest and relaxation.

Gili Islands

Mount Rinjani
The second highest mountain in Indonesia towers over Lombok, and is
a favourite amongst keen trekkers. Segara Anak, a spectacular crescentshaped lake rewards those who take on the three-day Rinjani route from
Senaru, while four days is required for a trek that includes the summit.

Chasing Waterfalls
Despite what TLC told us, we think you should absolutely go chasing
waterfalls in Lombok. The area around Mount Rinjani is filled with some
of the best in Indonesia. Try Sendang Gile and Tiu Kelep, Benang Stokel
and Benang Kelambu or Tie Teja.

Beaches
Head to Tanjung Aan for unspoilt turquoise waters, Mangsit Beach for
a laid back vibe and gentle waves for surfing, Nipah Beach for a local
experience with shacks selling fresh grilled fish on the beach, or Pink
Beach for the ultimate Insta shot!

Snorkelling
The Gili Islands are a snorkeler’s dream! Surrounded by reefs and
abundant marine life, we recommend Halik (north off Trawangan), the
underwater Bask Statues and the Bounty on Gili Meno (west) and Frog
Fish at Gili Air.

WHERE TO EAT
Milk Espresso

Traditional Villages
In Central Lombok, just north of popular Kuta Beach is Sade Village and
Rambitan Village where you can get a glimpse into the lives of the Sasak
Tribe. Known for their weaving, this is a great opportunity to pick up
some unique textiles.

Milk will satisfy the coffee and brekky cravings, serving up quality coffee
from Expat Coffee Roasters along with Aussie breakfast classics in
downtown Kuta. Open daily for breakfast, lunch, dinner and cocktails
with a relaxed vibe and great rooftop lounge.

Laut Biru
This beachside restaurant and bar sits right on the sands of Selong
Belanak, with an open plan that has tables spilling out onto the sand and
a selection of local and international cuisines, cocktails and cold beers. If
you are lucky, you may even see the local buffalo herd along the beach.

Bamba
Bamba serves up Asian street food classics with a Nordic twist, with a
range of Asian classics like Thai Green Curry, Korean ssam and Japanese
tataki, but our pick is the fluffy bao. The Nordic touch comes in the form
of a clean “Hygge” style interior.

MUST SEE
The Gili Islands are a great place to see green
sea turtles and hawksbill turtles in their natural
environment. Rent a mask and swim out to the edge
of the reef that surrounds each island to find them
(check with a local to find which side is best). But keep
your distance and never touch the turtles.

PADAR ISLAND, KOMODO MARINE PARK

FLORES

ABOUT
A short (less than 2-hour) flight from Bali, the Indonesian island
of Flores is well-placed for a quick weekend escape from the
relentless din of Denpasar. Where other tropical paradises
may struggle to avoid over-capitalising on the consumerism
that ultimately sustains them, Flores has managed to attain
this balance - enticing just enough visitors to its lush forests,
prehistoric heritage sites, incredible wildlife and idyllic beaches
(including the white, black and pink sands of Padar) - without
compromising its rank as a refuge from the rest of the world.
Quiet port town Labuan Bajo town in the western part of the
Island or Maumere on the eastern side are both excellent
bases for Flores first timers.
An ideal itinerary will include time to greet the Komodo
Dragons that give Komodo National Park its name. Visit Rinca
Island, marvel at multicoloured pools of Kelimutu lakes and
watch some of the most spectacular sunrises and sunsets of
your life all across the island.

ESSENTIAL EXPERIENCES
Snorkelling in Komodo Marine Park
Even if access to the dragon lizards that give this island its name is
limited, Komodo National Park gives you the opportunity to snorkel
among sharks, fish and mantas at some of the most pristine and
colourful coral beaches you have seen.

Hiking at Rinca Island
Plot twist! Ironically, it’s actually easier to spot Komodo Dragons on
Rinca Island! The island also offers good options for trekking, with three
trails ranging from 30 minutes to two hours - the latter culminating in
breathtaking views over the slopes.

Catch the sunrise (or set!) over Kelimutu Lakes
A hike to the peak of Kelimutu volcano will spotlight the real MVPs of the
region - three crater lakes nestled within the mountain, each sparkling
with their own signature hue of red, blue or green. The colours are said
to be a result of different gases bubbling under the surface.

Visit a traditional village
Experience Indo like an insider with a visit to the villages where
indigenous natives (Manggarai) welcome strangers to the customs of
their ancestors. Waturaka or Wologai are among the most authentic, but
English is limited, so book a guide!

View the rice fields
While lush fields of rice crops can be spotted all over Indonesia, the
ones in Flores are unique for their unconventional formation. Called
lingko or spider fields (for their resemblance to a woven web), the best
vantage points are in Cancar.

WHERE TO EAT
Restaurant Laryss

Explore the Hobbit Cave
One of Indonesia’s most amazing archeological discoveries is Liang
Bua. Also known as The Hobbit Cave, this complex features caves within
caves and contains a range of human skeletons thought to be around
18,000 years old.

This basic beachside fish shack serves up warm bowls of ikan kuah
assam (sweet and spicy tamarind fish soup), freshly caught tuna
flavoured with turmeric, ginger and coconut, paired with a cold Bintang
beer. The tables may be a little tatty, but the food is certainly not!

Happy Banana
While staff are qualified to create traditional Japanese cuisine
(sushi, udon noodles and gyoza are all made from scratch), they will
accommodate almost any request. For a pleasant surprise ask for the
vegan chocolate mousse.

Labuan Bajo Fish Market
Lunch like a local at Flores’ Labuan Bajo Fish Market. Vendors set
up shop from 5am and offer just-picked fruit and vegetables, as well
as food stalls selling freshly caught fish grilled while you hungrily
watch and wait.

MUST SEE
The fierce four-legged inhabitants of Komodo
National Park undoubtedly lure most of Flores’
tourists. The world’s largest lizards can be spotted
at both Komodo and Rinca Island, but visit with a
guide - the creatures drip toxic saliva and are best
viewed at a distance.

YOGYAKARTA, JAVA

YOGYAKARTA

ABOUT
Located on the island of Java, just a quick 90-minute flight
from Bali, Yogyakarta, affectionately known as “Jogja”, is often
described as the cultural heart and soul of Indonesia. Home
to two of Indonesia’s four UNESCO World Heritage sites of
cultural significance, the often-overlooked city is a melting
pot of culture, cuisine and traditions that inspire a sense of
curiosity, wonder and intrigue in those lucky enough to visit.
Far from the hustle and bustle of Indonesia’s popular tourist
hotspots, Yogyakarta retains a rich heritage that can be
experienced at one of the many ancient temples dotted
throughout the city; tasted on the streets where the vendors
have been using recipes passed down through generations;
and felt at the sprawling national parks, untouched beaches,
and remote landscapes.
Whether you’re seeking an off-the-beaten-path adventure,
an unforgettable cultural experience, a mouth-watering
culinary journey, or simply a chance to switch off and unwind,
Yogyakarta is unlike anywhere else you’ll visit in Indonesia!

ESSENTIAL EXPERIENCES
Borobudur Temple
The largest Buddhist temple in the world, this ancient monument dating
back to the 8th century is simply unmissable. Arrive before sunrise to
watch the first rays pierce the sky and dapple the temple in pastel hues,
before admiring the stone platforms and intricate detailing.

Kalibiru National Park
Make the 1-2 hour drive from Yogyakarta centre to the Menorah Hills,
and spend the day hiking scenic trails, zipping through the air on a flying
fox, and soaking up the lush scenery and spectacular views from the
treetop podiums at this sprawling national park.

Prambanan Temple
More than an architectural feat of the 9th century, Prambanan Temple
is a cultural site with a rich and intricate history. Ornate spires and
crumbled ruins bare the scars of the past, whilst traditional Ramayana
dances bring history to life!

Sinden Beach & Kalong Island
Feel the seaspray kiss your cheeks as you cross the suspension bridge
to an untouched island overgrown with flora, as the waves crash
beneath. Whilst impressive, exploring this rugged cliffside beach and
coral island is not for the faint-hearted!

The Sultan’s Palace
The cultural heart and soul of the city since the 1700’s, no trip to
Yogyakarta is complete without visiting the Keraton. Still occupied by
the reigning sultan and his family, parts of the complex are open to
visitors, and best explored with a local guide.

WHERE TO EAT
Canting Restaurant

Ratu Boko Temple
Once a grand palace, what remains of this ancient monument is
steeped in enigmatic beauty and local folklore. Set on a hillside plateau,
overlooking Mount Merapi and Prambanan temple complex, the
panoramic vistas make for a magical sunset!

This trendy rooftop bistro in the heart of “Jogja” delivers an elevated
experience in every sense of the word. The mouth-watering blend
of Indonesian and International inspired fare, tropical cocktails, and
vibrant atmosphere are bound to leave you wanting more!

The House of Raminten
From homely traditional Javanese interiors, to gamelan music and
heritage recipes, a meal at this local favourite delivers a full-on cultural
experience. Dishes are made to be shared, so visit with a group (and an
appetite) and sample one of everything!

Jalan Kaliurang
Lined with restaurants, cafes and street vendors, this bustling street
is one of the best spots to sample the delicious and diverse flavours of
Yogyakarta. Don’t miss Waroeng Kopi Klotok! The no-frills stall serves
one of the best traditional buffets in the city (and it’s all-you-can-eat!).

MUST SEE
Hidden deep in the village of Nglanggeran, and
surrounded by lush green rice paddies, Air Terjun
Kedung Kandang (Kedung Kandang Waterfall) is a
breathtaking natural spectacle! Locals believe the
beauty of the cascading falls is magnified after heavy
rainfall, so it’s best to visit during the wet season.

GILI MENO, INDONESIA

ACCOMMODATION

Sofitel Bali Nusa Dua Beach Resort
Nusa Dua, Bali

Fairmont Sanur Beach
Sanur, Bali

Pearl of Trawangan
Gili Trawangan, Lombok

Alilia Seminyak
Seminyak, Bali

Sudamala Resort Seraya
Seraya, Labuan Bajo

Katamaran Resort
Mangsit, Lombok

